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A STUDY ON BASIC COLOR TERMS: LEXICO-SEMANTIC
DEVELOPMENT IN JAPANESE-ENGLISH

BILINGUALS IN NEW YORK

Shigenori TANAKA and Harumitsu MIZUNO

Teachers (..olfrge, Columbia

This study was concerned Avid' J.,panese el tildren's texit o- sct,ialaic decelpnicut
in English. Color terms were selected as the domain of this :,tudy. First.
Japanese color names were elicited from subjects, aged 10 and 11 by asking
them to write down as many color teams as they could think of within 30
seconds. The obtained order of color terms was interpreted within the
framework of Berlin and Kay's (1969) universal hicrachy of color terms.
Also, Miller and 1ohnson-Laird's (1976) landmark-color" hypothesis and
Rosch's (19731 prototype" theory provided some account of the results.
The same subjects were also asked to respond to the emotive tone or japanr,,e
and English color terms. Sonic sysiematicity was observed in their responses.
It ts.as argued that the systcmaticity would he attributed to: (i) universal
sensations inherent in a given color: cultural transmission: area-spec. Uric
socio-cultural conditions. and ' iv idiosyncratic, personal eNperiences (cf.
Ilayakawa, 19 '6+.

Fundamentally, research on second language (henceforth, L2 e acquisition is
guided by the following question: What factors constrain the developmental
process of L2 learning? The nature of such factors is socio-affective, cognitive,
physical, neurological, and linguistic (cf. Brown, 198M. This study, we were
primarily interested in the linguistic domain.

Within the linguistic domain, considerable attention has been paid to phono-
logical (cf. Tarone, 1978) and syntactic (cf. Dulay, Burt & Krashen, 1982) components
of L2 learning. Recently, some researchers have started to investigate puzzling
problems in relation to 1,2 discourse and pragmatics (cf. Larsen-Freeman, 1981).
However, relatively little attention has been so far paid to lexico-semantic develop-
ment in L2 learners (Tanaka, fOrthcoming), although intuitively we may argue
that lexico-semantic errors tend to hinder inter-cultural communication more
significantly than other types of error.

This study was an attempt to explore some aspect of' lexico-semantic develop-
ment in L2 learners. The domain selected for this study was the associated or
emotive meanings of English and Japanese color terms as perceived by Japanese-
English bilingual children in New York.

Color terms have been extensively investigated by linguists, anthropologists,
and psychologists (cf. Miller & ,Johnson-Laird, 1976; Berlin & Kay, 1969; Rosch,

Request Gn reprints .should 1,e sent to Hat tunitsu Nfizuno, 411 Vest 1171th Stull. ;33, New York,
N.V. 10025, U.S.A.
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204 TANAKA & MIZUNO

1973; Lyons, 1968). Hence, the literature in the field is enormous and highly
technical; a detailed review of the literature is beyond the scope of this paper.
However, we would like to note a few points which are relevant to our research

questions.
First, research on color terms, by and large, centers around their cognitive or

denotative meanings (cf. Rosch, 1973). For example, possible color sensations
can be defined with respect to lightness, hue, and saturations (cf. Maerz & Paul,

1930). In this study, we were not so much interested in cognitive meaning as

associative or emotional meaning. We assumed two things. First, color sensations

can affect human emotions. Colors can be described as bright, clear, light, dark,

rind, warm, soft, and so on. Thus, different colors will give us different sensations.
Second, we assumed that there would be some cultural differences in terms of the

associated meanings of color terms. A well-known case is the comparison between

Japanese aoi and English blue. Connotatively, aoi suggests "immature" as in co
nisai, whereas blue suggests "sad" or "depressed" as in John is still blue. On the
basis of these assumptions, we asked the following questions:

(a) Is there any systematic pattern in the responses by Japanese-English
bilingual children to the associated meaning of a given color word?

(b) Do their responses to English color words differ from their responses to
the Japanese counterparts?

AA.e may also note that many researchers in the past were interested in the
Sapir-Whorf hypothesis, according to which different cultures would partition and
label color differently and those linguistic differences would lead to some perceptual/
cognitive differences among speakers of different languages (cf. Brown & Lenneberg,

1954).
However, this linguistic relativism has been questioned and re-evaluated by

some researchers (cf. Berlin & Kay, 1969; Heider & Oliver, 1972: Hickerson, 1971
Berlin and Kay (1969) investigated basic color terms cross-culturally, and found,

contrary to linguistic relativism, that there are certain focal colors (i.e., the core
exemplars of the basic color terms) that are the same across the languages they

investigated. This led Berlin and Kay (1969) to argue for the "universalic"
hierarchy for color terms:

(2! Black & White>Red> Y.ellen ".LGre Blue>Brown>
Pink
Orange
Gray

,Purple

This hierarchy suggests that there are languages that have only two color terms
(e.g., some Papuan languages of New Guinea). It also says that if a language has
three basic color terms, it has a term for red, and that if a language has four basic
color terms, it has a term for yellow or green, besides the terms for red, black, and

white, and so on.
Berlin and Kay (1969) suggested that the hierachical pattern in (2) characterizes

languages existing today, and that, hence, it might have characterized languages

4



COLOR TERMS BILINGUALS 205

throughout man's history. Their suggestions, in turn, invite the speculation that
the hierarchical order of terms black 8z. white, red, yelloz igreen, blue, brown, and pink/
orangeigray.'purple would represent a universal pattern of language development in
children.

There are, indeed, some studies that suggest that the acquisition of color terms
by children tend to follow, not strictly though, the Berlin and Kay's pattern
(Bornstein, 1975: Hopmann, 1972). In this study, we assumed that if we ask
children to write down as many color words as they can think of within thirty
seconds, then the obtained results would show some pattern in ordering (Battig
Montague, 1969). On the basis of this assumption, we asked:

(3) Is the order of color terms, as defined in terms of frequency, interpretable
within the Berlin and Kay's framework?

The purpose of this study was to explore questions (la), (lb) and (3).

METHOD

Twenty One japanese-Eliglish bilingual children participated in thk study. They were tell Or
eleven years old. and had stayed in New York for two years and live months on the average (SD -32
months). The subjects were all students at some American school they were also students at Japanese
Weekend School in New York, where they studied Japanese on Saturdays. This study was conducted
at Japanese Weekend School.

A questionnaire was designed to investigate the three questions stated above. The questionnaire
consisted of two parts. Part T was concerned with question (3t. The subjects were given thirty
seconds to write down as many color names as possible. No special instructions were given, because
the task was quite straightforward. Since most subjects were Japanese-dominant bilinguals, they
were encouraged to give color names its Japanese.

Part TI was concerned with questions (la) and c 11)). We selected six nnglish basic color terms
reel. blue, green, yellow, while and Nark and their corresponding.japanese color words. Twelve pairs of
adjectives in pair (see Appendix A) were presented to the subjects along with one verbal stimulus (i.e.,
one color word). Twenty four adjyytivei in total were selected, following Akaike's (1981) comparative
study about English and Japanese color terms. The basic criterion was that the twenty-four adjec-
tives were equally divided into two semantic categories: positive and negative. The criterion
positive-t:wire polarity was used so that we could easily classify all responses obtained could be easily
classified into two categories. Thth, the subject's responses to a given color word were characterized
as typically posithe, negative, or neutral. If the subject's responses are typically positie or negative,
then we may say that there are certain patterns in their responses. If the responses arc typically
neutral, then careful item-by-item analyses would be necessary to see if any pattern exists.

The twelve adjectives its pair were randomly ordered so as to offshoot possible response biases.
The same set of twelve adjectives its pairs were randomly ordered so as to avoid possible response
biases. The same set of twelve adjectives in pairs was used for twelve verbal stimuli (i.e., six Japanese
and six English words) because we felt that the set of 12 adjectives in pair could c,.fliciently characterize
each subject's responses to any color wot (1.

For the adjectives in pair. we used both English and Japanese so as tO dal* the meaning or the
adjectives used. For example, the word mean is polysemous: however, the .Japanese word gehin.
attached to mean, helps clarify the intended meaning of the word mean. The &sign we used can be
illustrated as follows:

/A (N 1(11:

21 Subjects/
\E (\ I I ): li.b P

5



206 TANAKA & MIZUNO

Thus. twenty one stilijcts were randomly assigned to one or the two group, .1 and B. Group .1

Mist responded to six Japanese words; Group /I, to six English words. Then, Group .1 was given six
English words: Group B. six Japanese words.

Prot edur.illy, the subjects were asked to close their eyes for few seconds and to think of the
emotion.) meanings att,, ited En the color word in qt,tion. The sulliccts were. then. asked to go
Over each adjective item. and to choose three adjec lives that they thought %koi.Ild hest fit what they
thought about the emotive meaning of the word. In other words. the subject silt, ted only three
adjectkeNout of twenty four alternatives.

l'SULTS ANI) 1)ISCUSSION

Let us first look at the question stated in (3` Is the order of color terms, as
defined in terms of frequency, interpretable within the Berlin and Kay's framework?
The results were tabulated so as to determine which color words were most frequently
included in the subject's ..!sponses.

The eleven color terms most frequently giken were, in order of decreasing
frequency: Red >Blue>Black>White>Grcen> Yellow>Purple>Orange:-.-Brown
> Pink-Gray. Thc first color word most frequently written by the subjects was red.

The results here roughly correspond to those obtained by Battig and Montague
(1969,, who asked 442 college students to write down as many color names as they
could think of within 30 seconds. They found that red was the first color word
that appeared in 319 subjects' lists, and that the following were the twelve color
words most frequently used: Blite>Red>Green2-Yellow>Orange>Blackl--Purple
>White-_-7.-Pink >Brown > (Violet) >Gray.

Let us compare our results with Battig and 'Montague's (1969, with rekrence to
Berlin and Kay's (1969 , hierarchy as follows:

[-Pink

(5) A: Black & White ! Green ,> Blue>Brown..I ()rangepPurpleRed >!TYellow

,Gray
[Berlin & Kay (1969i]

B: Blue> Red Green Yellow> Orange > Black > Purple White > Pink
Brown -..(Violet) >Gray [Battig 8: Montague (1969 11

C: Red:-. Blue Blacki--White> Green: Yellow Purple . Orange> Brown>
Pink:: !Gray

In (5!, C: is the order of color terms obtained from our study. With reference to
our research question (3',, we may note that both (3B, and (5C) contain eleven
basic color terms as defined by Berlin and Kay (1969). At present, we 'lava no
strong evidence which allows us to make any specific claims about the obtained order
of color words. However, the comparison of (513) and (5C! invites the speculation
that eleven basic color terms defined by Berlin and Kay (1969) arc psychologically the
most readily available to speakers of English and .Japanese, whether child or adult.

l tiller and ,Johnson -Laird (1976: 34-5) attempt to define color with respect to
the following six "landmark" colors: hile-black. ekrren, and blue-yellore. Miller
and .Johnson-Laird (1976 put forth their "landmark" color hypothesis as follows:

6
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We conclude that these six primary color sensations represent landmark colors.
Anyone with normal color vision will be able to recognize these landmarks
and to estimate bow much each of them contributes to any particular sample
whose color he is asked to identify (p. 345).

It is interesting to note that the six \vords while /black, red! green, and blue/yellow follows
Berlin and Kay's hierarchy (from I to IV), and that the first six color terms obtained
from our subjects represent all "landmark" colors. For the Battig and 'Montague's
order, if orange is replaced by white so as to make the order of color names consistent
with Miller and ,Johnson-Laird's (1976) hypothesis.

Perhaps, Rosch's (1973\ prototype theory is relevant here. Prototype theory
highlights the "internal structure" of categories. By "internal structure". Rosch
(1973' means that "categories are composed of a 'core meaning' which consists
of the 'clearest cases' (best examples \ of the category, 'surrounded' by other category
members of decreasing similarity to that core meaning" (p. 1121.

In our case, the best examples of the category color would be the six "landmark"
colors suggested by Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976). In linguistic terms, we may
say that the six landmark colors and their labels are "umnarked", while other non-
landmark colors and their labels are relatively "marked". Normally, with
unmarked items. we tend to observe few individual variations: with marked items,
considerable individual variations will be observed. This scents to account for the
relative unifbi Wily of the order of six landmark color terms shown in (5), and for
considerable variations with respect to non- landmark colors in (5).

Let us also note that in (5BC red and blue seem to represent the best examples
of the category color, as far as a "prototypicality ranking" ( Rosch, 1973) is concerned.
. \ccc.rding to Rosch (1973', the prototype tends to be learned and recalled more
easily and more quickly than peripheral members. For example, violet may not
he a psychologically prototypical color, since violet is a flower first, a color second.
Hence, violet would be considered a peripheral member of the category color. It
would be, then, interesting to speculate why red, for example, tends to come to our
mind most readily, and to be considered the "best" example of color.

Perhaps, it is because the most salient colors tend to be the most frequently used
colors: hence, red is a candidate. Miller and Johnson-Laird (1976) note:

People who speak...three-term languages [white, black, and red] arc often
surrounded by green foliage, blue skies and water; against such a background
red is a striking visual quality. Moreover, red is associated with both blood and
lire, which have emotional and sometimes ritual connotations (p. 348.

What is suggested above is the possibility that both bilingual childrer and
monolingual adults tend to define categories like color with respect to prototypes or
"exemplariness." (Rosch, 1973).

Although the simple procedure of asking subjects to list color names revealed
some interesting points. the obtained order of color words in (5(;) doe:: not permit
us to make any specific claims about the question of how bilingual children perceive

7
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the associated meanings of color terms in their native and target languages. We
will now turn to the results relating to questions (l a) and ( : (la) Is there any
systematic pattern in the responses by Japanese-English bilingual children to the
associated meaning of e given color word?; (lb) Do their responses to English color
words differ from their responses to the Japanese counterparts?

Returning to (4), response patterns observed in Ja and Fb were similar to
those observed in Ea and jb; there was also no significant difference between
Ja and Jb, and between Ea and Eb. Hence, the data ,ja and Jb were pooled.
Likewise, the data Ea and Eb were pooled. By pooling the data, we obtained 63
responses to each verbal stimulus.

The subject's responses to each stimulus were classified into either the positive
or the negative category, and the proportional difference between the two categories

was analyzed by means of x2. The summary data arc given in Table I.
If the responses to a given stimulus are characterized as either positive or

negative, then we may say that the responses in question have some pattern or agree-
ment among the subjects. When the difference between positive and negative re-
sponses turned out to be insignificant, then we may characterize the subject's responses

to the stimulus in question as neutral. However, the interpretation of a neutral
response is more difficult than that of a positive or negative response, for "statistically
no significant" does not necessarily mean that there was no agreement among
subjects with respect to their responses to the stimulus in question. Before touching

on this point, let us provide the following charts:

(6) A. English Color It'ords:

Negative () Neutral (0) Positive (

< 0
[Black] [ Yellow] Blue

Green
White
Red

B. Japanese Color fl rords:

Negative () Neutral (0) Positive (-1-)

('black')] [kiiro (`yellow')
shim ('white')
aka (`red')

jao ('blue')
Lmidori (`green')

'he question here is whether or not the subject's responses to the emotive
features of color words showed patterns or agreement among subjects. In the case
of six English "landmark" color words, only yellow 1. vas perceived as neutral. The
dominant features selected for black were mean, dirty, dangerous, and bad. On the
other hand, blue, green, white, and red were perceived as positive colors in their
emotive tone. For example, the dominant features for green were elegant, fresh,
safe, and clean.

Yellow was perceived as neutral in its emotive tone. However, the subjects
did not randomly select their "best" three choices for that color word; rather, the
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Table I. The Summary Data for the Emotive Tone of Basic Color Terms in
English and ,Japanese

Verbal Stimuli 10111 Vi' Negat:, x2(41 I )

AKA 36 (57"I 27 (43" ) 1.29 (NS)

BLUE 49 (78",,, 14 (22", 19.44 (p....0011
BLACK 11 (22":.1 49 (78""1 19.44 (p.--..0011

WHITE 44 (70") 19 (30°) 9.92 (p. :.011
RED 43 (68", 20 (32",,; 8.20 (p.<.01'
MIDOR1 46 (73") 17 (27",, 13.35 (p.--.001')
GREEN ) 41 (65", 22 '35". 5.73 (p.<.02;
YELLOW 37 (58",,) 26 ;49" , 1.92 (NS1

AO 51 (81° 12 !19 ',,) 24.14 (p. < .001 )

KIIRO 36 (57" 27 (43"; 1.29 (NS!

SH I RO 39 62", 24 (33", 3.57 (NS

KU1k0 9 (14", 54 (86" 32.11 (p. -.001,

Appendix A

Blue

I meat(' 1; ,', t j: < 3' ...:.I'lt): Me: -Intl
1

,healthvl f;Ill!:'s, <. > ..1;W1,..i.s., (unhealthy,' I

dirty, .',':.7'.C., <-- > 2"..:11). s -4; (clean))

had .' !, \ < iE L'. ' (good)
I 1

( cold i ; ;',..!.:', , < > .-.±:. riz h. 0. 1 (warm)

ipt.),.iti e, 14,;'<ii,,,-, --> .:.z.i.t..f.i. (negative)
1 . ._.i

,,sale' .)4 !it t' < > 11!1,1:k7d: (dangerous)

.,ttithappy) ..,1.:.;,)t,; < > !,--:-11../S (happy) =
passive; irl'firl'..14.Z c --> hi( t.;;iriVd: (ative)

)fresh! iFFI'tt; <-- > 11171 t. (old) (-----1
L .... !

coward < 1;qt,17. < > ll Ty, Lt (courageous)

(exciting) < -Dis I, (dull) F.71

Ibllowing positive features were emphatically used: warm, happy, and healthy. We
may note that subjects were given twelve positive alternatives. Of the twcicvc
alternatives, warm, happy and healthy were most frequently used by those who perceiv-
ed yellozi' as positive. However, there were also those subjects who perceived
yellow as negative. Again, their responses wete characteristically dull, unhealthy,

9
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and negative. Thus, the subject's responses to the emotive tone of yellow were
relatively systematic with regard to the selection of specific setnantie features that
characterized their responses, vhetlicr positive or negative.

By and large, the subject's responses to the emotive tone of English color words
were relatively systematic. The same holds true in the case of.Japanese color words.
However, there are some differences between (6A) and (611). That is, while
blaek,kuro, yellow;kiiro, bluelao. and greenlmidori in (6) remain the same in their
polarity positions regardless of the language of verbal stimuli, the subject's responses
to white!.shiro and red -aka vary as a function of the language of the stimuli. fit/die

and red, when they arc loan words in ,Japan, are perceived as positive in t heir emotive
tone, while shim and aka, as neutral. What is the explanation fbr this difference?

Perhaps, one explanation is that loan words in Japanese tend to have positive
connotations, (and hence, the language of advertisement in Japan has been charac-
terized by the use or loan words,. Truly, all the English color words used in this
study are familiar to most .Japanese: they are part of the Japanese lexicon. It seems
that the -loan-word" account offers many explanations. However, let us consider
the Ibllowing:

(7) I 1 'hitt

clean
elegant ( 1

cold (-1 1
good ( 1 I

shiro Red

clean ( 1
elegant ( 1 I

cold (---
Lffesh ( .)

I- warm ( 1

dangerous (
courageous (

Lexciting (

aka

r% MITI ( )

[dangerous ,',--)
healthy ( 1.1
exciting (-: )

Here, the comparison between white and shiro, and between red and aka shows
no marked difference in terms of the proportion of positive and negative features
used to characterize the emotive torte of each cclor word. Both white and shim have
three positive ( 1 and one negative (--) features; both red and aka have three
positive and one negative features. The difference between (6A) and (611) is

attributed to the fact that fbr white and red, the subjects emphasized more positive
features than negative one3; for shim and aka, the subjects emphasized both positive
and negative features equally. The point is, however, that both white and Shiro,
for example, have the same negative feature.

What is suggested above is two-fold. First, the subject's responses to color
terms seem to vary as a flinction of the language of stimuli; this is relevant to question
(1 1)). Second, to say that loan words in Japanese tend to have more positive
connotations than their corresponding Japanese words does not fully explain the
difference between (6A1 and (613), because, as mentioned above, both while and
shim have the same negative feature, namely cold.

Perhaps, the feature dangerous attached to red and aka in (7) may have been
acquired througn cultural transmission. Both in Japan and in the United States,
the color red!aka symbolizes "clanger", as in the traffic light. Perhaps, the loan-
word account has some validity with respect to the difference between red and aka.
Some Japanese informants pointed out that the word red "sounds better" than the
word aka; perhaps, the principle of sound symbolism is operating here (cf. Tanaka,

10
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1981), in addition to the .Japanese general preference for loan words. (At any rate,
the loan-word account trill be subsumed under the operating principle of cultural
transmission.

. \s pointed out earlier, the negative feature cold was frequently used to charac-
terize the emotive tone of while and shiro. Perhaps, the feature cold is associated with
snow, which is the best exernlar of while. However, while has the evaluative
feature good, which is missing in Vo. In this rcagrd, let us consider the following;

(8) Black rn

imean (-- 1
bad ( --)
dirty ( )

_dangerous (-1

1' -lean )
.d t -)rt t)

'lPY( )i
The antonym of good, bad, is used fir black and kuro. For black, the feature

dangerous is used; likewise, fb hero, the feature unhappy is used. The question is
What are possible sources fb the subject's responses to these color words?

There may be at least fbur sources or factors influencing the subject's responses
in general: (i) universal sensations inherent in a given color; (ii) cultural trans-
mission; (iii) area-specific socio-cult oral conditions: and (iv) idiosyncratic
experiences (cf. Hayakawa, 1953). These factors are no doubt interrelated. For
example. we learn that red means "danger" through cultural transmission.
However, why is red used fbr signalling "danger"? Perhaps, it is because red has a
more striking visual quality than other colors; hence, red is perceptually salient.
Factor (ii) is related to factor (hi); the difference is a matter of degree. Factor
(iv) is most clearly illustrated with reference to an individual's preference for a
given color; sonic people like green, sonic like black, and so on.

It is suggested iii (8) that "area-specific social conditions" play a dominant
role in motivating certain responses to a given verbal stimulus. In particular, the
words black and while are commonly used to refer to people, while the word
shim does not normally refer to white people. Traditionaly, the Japanese have
had a good image of white people, which may explain why while, not shiro, has the
evaluative word good, as shown in (7). However, the word kuro is used to refer
to black people in a derogatory sense. This may explain why an adjective like
unhappy is used for kuro. Thus, it seems that the subject's responses to black, while,
and kuro were influenced, for example, by those black and white people that the
subjects happened to know in their neighborhoods, or by their parents' opinions about
and attitudes toward black and white Americans. However, we are not certain,
specifically, how the area-specific socio-cultural conditions interact with the lexico-
semantics of bilingual children. This is an area to be investigated in the future.

What is suggested above is that lexico-semantic development in bilingual
children is constrained not only by linguistic but also by socio-cultural conditions.
The meaning potential of a word has at least three components: (i) cognitive
ineaning, (lit conventionalized associated meaning, and (iii) personal, emotive
meaning. Perhaps, we could assume that the personal emotive meaning of a word
is highly constrained by socio-cultural factors.
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Finally, let us briefly look at some linguistic factors that would constrain lexh:o-
semantic development ill bilingual children. 13v and large, we had a strong
impression that subjects used the same or similar features fir English stimuli and
their corresponding Japanese stimuli as well. In fact, almost half of the total
responses 08°01 within the subjects were identical, irrespective of the language of
verbal stimuli. This suggests that the subjects for this study were "compound
bilinguals", who had a single semantic base, rather than "coordinate bilinguals,"
who have separate semantic bases for LI and L2.

However, some El ('first language') transfer was observed. For example,
subjects emphatically used the feature fresh ibr green and blue as well. In Japanese,
ao ('blue') is associated with "freshness" as in anyasai Cgreens') and noba ('green
leaves'). Also, the subjects stressed the feature sole for blue. The Japanese ao is
.1sed for the traffic signal, in addition to aka Cred'l an.1 kiln) ('yellow''. When the
traffic signal is ao ('blue'), it is safe to walk across the road in ,Japan.

Although we have no strong evidence to advance a theory of' semantic transfer
(Tanaka, forthcoming), it appears that the child's lexico-semantic system in his L2
develops through the interaction with what he already knows in his native
language. That is, the L2 learner's LI semantic schemata seems to have an im-
portant role in the development of his lexico-semantic system in the target language.

SUMMARY

In this study, we were concerned with Japanese children's 1. o-semantic
development in English. The findings and arguments may be summarized as
follows:

(i) The order of color names elicited from Japanese-English bilinguals basically
corresponds to Berlin and Kay's (1969) universal hierarchy of color terms,
and, more clearly, to Miller and Johnson- Laird's (1976) "the landmark
hypothesis". Also, the results were interpretable within the framework of
Rosch's (1973) "prototype" theory, which captures "internal structure" of
categories.

(ii) On the basis of (i), it was suggested that bilingual children use a strategy of
picking up the best examples of categories to organize their semantic field.
Hence, internal structure of the child's semantic field may be essentially the
same as that of the monolingual adult's semantic field, as far as prototype
concepts are concerned.

(iii) Japanese-English bilingual children showed certain systematicity in their
responses to tile emotive tone of color words. It was argued that their
responses may have been triggered by several factors including: (i) universalic
sensations inherent in a given color, (ii) cultural transmission, (iii) area-
specific socio-cultural conditions, and (iv) idiosyncratic, personal experiences.

(iv) There were, however, some differences in their responses to the emotive tone
of' color words according to the language of verbal stimuli. It was suggested
that those differences would be attributed to (i) positive connotations attached
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to loan words, and arca-specific socio-cultural conditions.
Finally, some instance of language transfer was pointed out. Perhaps, lexico-
semantic development in a second language will proceed, always interacting
with the learner's 1,1 semantic schemata.

This study interestingly explains many things in nature. Therefore, future
research should indicate more specifically what factors constrain lcxico-scmantic
clevolupment in L2 learners.
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